
Insight/Out 
By Bill Miller 

 
“The great Souls of more advanced worlds 
are positively within the Earth’s atmosphere 

as mighty Spiritualizing Forces.” 
 

“The Hidden Way across the Threshold” 
J.C. Street 

 
Saturated with the politics of the election, hundreds of fires throughout California, record heat 
waves, and challenging weather throughout the country, we are doing our best to “Hold the 
Light, Spread the Light, and Be the Light.” 
 
It seems as if never before our Circle of Light prayer group and individual prayers are vitally 
needed to bring balance and stability to ourselves, our families, and our planet. We look 
forward to you joining us so please continue to support our Weekly Prayer Circle by phone. 
 
Michael Verdick, our Associate Producer, is donating his time researching audio book publishers 
to produce “The Unknown Jesus” audio book for us. David Peterson, our long‐time member and 
friend, will be doing the majority of the narration.  
 
An excerpt from our new ebook “Messages from Our Galactic Emissaries” follows: 
 

MAN AND EARTH ARE DIFFERENT FLOWS OF 
ENERGY - THEY ARE THE BINDING OF GOD AND MAN 
OR THE SYMBOL OF ELECTRO-MAGNETIC ENERGIES 

 
ETERNAL COSMOS: Light moves in sound waves, and man using “faster than sound” as an 
expression is completely in error. Light has no area that is not without sound, and sound is its 
motive, sound that moves and becomes solidified into Rays of Harmonic Expression. 
 
Sound is velocity of, shall we say, Vibratory Force which, if bound together, 
becomes the beam which, in turn, becomes again the velocity. Its tensile strength is 
dependent upon its speed in motive but it moves backward and forward and becomes 
completely redundant. Light, therefore, feeds upon itself, and its movement forward becomes 
its movement backward in what you would call a relay action. 
 
To capture Light you must capture sound in its velocity, as you have called it, its 
speed, for then the area of sound becomes that which moves upward and outward and then 
becomes bound as its end result, turning back upon itself and becoming once more a reaction 
or reactivating principle. 
 
Resonance is another form of velocity in the laser beam. It becomes sound and 
speed if you understand it. The rate of sound mechanizes the rate of speed so that Light is its 
result, through its energies. 
 



Depending upon the demonstration and from whence these vibratory rates 
begin, the phenomena is strictly part of human capturing, for that which is beyond your Planet 
does not result in the same kind of Light refraction. In fact, what you see as Light moving out 
into Space changes and becomes obsolete, becoming a form which is entirely different from 
what you call Light. Therefore, you are without any movement of so-called Light beyond the 
band. Perhaps you would call it the Van Allen Belt. Beyond that there is no Light known to 
you. It is a different Force of Energy and would be called cold in its expression without any 
vibratory rate similar to your own. Therefore, if it returns to you, it comes back to you in a far 
different expression in pulsations which is what you are getting in pulsars and quasars. 
 
Man is electrical. Within the charge which comes from his Earth, he becomes 
that which is neutralized through the expression of being shorted out within his movement on 
Earth. As man moves or walks he becomes the activation of different flows or energies, and 
these become that which stimulates the vortex within man and within the Earth. It is this that is 
occurring within your life cycles. You are dying because you are walking upon cement and 
stone instead of the Earth and its energies. 
 
Light is a different experience. That which is Light is energized from the 
Magnetic Field which comes from outside of your Planet, becoming part of your Electrical Field 
or becoming the fulfillment of the binding together of God and man in the symbol of 
electromagnetic fields. THIS IS YOUR ENERGY. You cannot live without the Energy of Light 
which comes from the Rays of the Sun, but that is not YOUR Light, but it is Light coming from 
another source. Which, in turn, draws upon your fields of energy and becomes a catalyzation 
which binds the two together, becoming, shall we call it, a retort in which the chemicals are 
mixed, or Matter is which the energy flows from outside - inside. 
 
Within your Earth there is a Sun that is an exact duplicate of your Sun out in your 
atmosphere, but the Sun that you see is part of your Planetary System, and the Central Sun 
within and the Central Sun outside is an unknown quantity. It relates to the Highest Energy of 
the Hierarchy, for that flows down to man through Angelic Forces, perhaps you could call them 
God Beings. You could not survive without that which comes from beyond your Solar System 
which becomes involved with a whole new expansion of your existence through a source of 
energy which does not come from your Earth or from your System, but beyond it. 
 
What you describe as Stars and what you see as Stars and other forms outside 
of your known sight are, in truth, Energy Fields, each one, whether it is a Planet or part of a 
Planetary System, entering into your atmosphere, changing and/or dominating your life cycles. 
Man, therefore, has known that he is dependent upon the Star and the Planets 
for his energies, his life, and his Light. It is the essence of their charge which keeps you either 
in life or places you into transition. For if you are capable of feeding from the flow from each of 
the sources that attacks and enters and correlates with the Earth, the body of the Earth itself, 
(the Planet) as well as the humans on it, you could live forever, Eternally. For the flow would be 
constant and would not be cut off by your own human errors. 
 
The totality of energy which flows to the Earth in various symbolic terms have 
been given the names of Will, Wisdom and Life, or Light, Life and Love. So each of the 
energies outside of your Planet are present in your chart at birth, and we speak not only of the 
Planets rising and becoming involved with your - you call it a horoscope, we call it your life 
chart - and each of these areas becomes at the moment of your entrance, not your conception, 
for your conception is a different entry entirely, but your Will, Wisdom and Life Breath is the true 
conception. 



 
Within your entry into the Breath of Life is that part of what was stated in 
Genesis as “the breath” which became “the Word.” Within the Will of man then, you live and 
exist. Man must express immediately upon his entrance in the cry, the expression of Will 
which, experienced by him, immediately attaches him to the Stars and to the experience of 
that which he has been within other and far-reaching Planetary and Star Forms. 
 
As soon as “Will” becomes evident, the child’s life begins, and then he must draw to himself that 
which within Mother (Earth) is that which is the Food of Life which comes from the human 
mother, as well as the love which she extends to him. This becomes the same action which 
through the mother figure with her life chart she begins to draw from her source and his source, 
to bind together the fulfillment of life with the infant. He grows then from the Food of Life given to 
him by the mother, and no matter how it is given, it must be given with love. Within this is all of 
the fruition of every source that has been his which, in turn, is part of all the Stars in his past and 
present and future, involved with his living qualities. 
 
In ancient times, the astronomers could place the exact day of the breath of the 
entrance of the child, and from that point could tell exactly each breath he would take from that 
point to the end of his days, could read it, place into files which were kept, for some were of 
special interest and some were simply part of normal patterns. This means that within each 
child born there is a composite of all of that which is of his past, is in his present, and what will 
be his future through reading the Stars and the Galaxies and beyond. 
 
It was the reason that there was a Star placed into orbit when a special Child 
(the Christ Child) that you adhere to was born. It was not only a Star, it was a conjunction of 
many Stars and within it was the platform from which that which was this Child’s expression 
and experience were carefully drawn. All of His energies then were specially siphoned from 
this system of experience which drew Him back down into human life. It is true of all the Great 
Ones Who have come to be useful and Who use the body of Earth. 
 
The Acadians and the Sumerians, as well as the ancient Mayans and the Pre- 
Colombians, the Gods of Peru, etc., had the true sensing and knowledge of Astrology. 
 

- - oOo - - 
 

BOOKS OF STONE ARE WITHIN THE ANCIENT TEMPLES 
 

ETERNAL COSMOS: There is symbolism attached to the Egyptian Temples, which are of great 
heights and within their walls is ancient knowledge which is highly - we will use the word 
“volatile” - and they are involved with what you would call “Books of Stone.” They are 
structures which truly within them are representative of certain knowledge, certain cults, certain 
Mystery Schools and their knowledge, and are also prophetic. This you know concerning the 
Temple of Giza, but also of each Temple built within the Mayan civilization, within the Egyptian 
and in the Indian civilization, in which many of them are intact within the jungles and other 
areas. These Temples, built under certain particular plans, contain knowledge which is in part 
of numbers, or the Cabala, as you call it, in the Hebrew knowledge. They are also involved 
with a fulfillment beyond man’s understanding. 
 
Within each of these Books are Scrolls of Stone, within each of their measurements, within each 
of the patterns, is that which is in the peak or pinnacle or capstone and had special meaning 
within the opening which allowed the Sun to pierce it within certain periods only. Each of these 



is separate and apart and had reverence within it that is beyond your comprehension, for you 
see it only in some ways as a part of ancient tombs. Not one of them is truly a tomb. They hold 
the bodies of Pharaohs and Kings and Great Ones, but they were also part of a symbolic action 
of the Mystery of Life and of Transition. 
 
In the Mayan Pyramids, their keystone or capstone (not as the “Giza Pyramid”) 
is within the central portion beneath a platform in the exact center and faces downward not 
upward, for they believed in life within the Earth, in caverns and Temples beyond man’s 
comprehension. Within them, then, the statement “as above so below” was contained within 
their Inner Sanctum which duplicated to every point and every minute detail what was on top of 
the Earth, and was placed within the opening as far beneath the Earth as it reached upward 
above it. 


